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Abstract 
Let C2, be the cycle on 2k vertices, and let ex(v, C2k) denote the greatest number of edges in 
a simple graph on v vertices which contains no subgraph isomorphic to C2,. In this paper we 
discuss a method which allows one to sometimes improve numerical constants in lower bounds 
for ex(v, C:k). The method utilizes polarities in certain rank two geometries. It is applied to 
refute some conjectures about the values of ex(v, C2k), and to construct some new examples 
of graphs having certain restrictions on the lengths of their cycles. In particular, we construct 
an infinite family {Gi} of Cr-free graphs with IE(G,)[ ~/ IV (G, ) I  4'3, i---+ ec, which improves 
the constant in the previous best lower bound on ex(v, Cr) from 2/34'3 ~0.462 to 1/2. @ 1999 
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
Let F be a simple graph (undirected, no multiple edges, no loops) and let .~ be a 
family of graphs none of which is isomorphic to a subgraph of F. In this case we say 
that F is ~-free. By ex(v, ~)  we denote the greatest number of  edges of  an ~- f ree 
graph on v vertices. I f  ~- - -{F} ,  we write ex(v,F) in place of  ex(v, {F}). C,, shall al- 
ways denote the cycle on n vertices, n >~ 3. By v = v(F)= I v(r)l and e = e(F)= ]E(F) i 
we denote the number of  vertices and edges of  F, respectively. If f '  contains cycles, 
then the length of  a smallest cycle of  F is called the girth of F and is denoted g(F). 
Let f and g be two real valued functions on (a, ~) .  To compare their behaviour for 
large x we use the following standard notations: 
f (x )  ~ g(x), x --~ ~xz if f(x)/g(x) --~ 1 for x -~ cxD; 
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.f(x) = o(g(x)),  x --+ ~c if f (x ) /g (x )  --+ 0 for x --+ cc; 
.f(x) = O(g(x)),  x --+ ~c if there exist C, xo such that If(x)] < Cg(x) for all x >x0; 
f (x )  = f2(g(x)), x --~ oc if there exists a c>0 and a sequence xl ,x2 .. . .  --+ ~c such that 
I f (xi) l  >cg(xi )  for all i>~ 1. 
I f  g contains no bipartite graphs, the asymptotics of ex(v, f f ) ,  v--+ oc, and the 
structure of the corresponding extremal graphs, are well understood (see, e.g., [2, 10] 
and the references therein). If, however, f f  contains a bipartite graph, (for example, 
an even cycle) then much less is known in the general case (see [10,25]). 
Let k >~ 2 be a fixed but arbitrary integer. The following unpublished result of Paul 
Erd6s is often referred to as The Even Circuit Theorem (see [25]): 
I 1 
ex( t~,  C2k ) = O(u +k ). 
For a proof of this result and its generalization, see [3, 12]. 
A general lower bound for ex(v, C2k) is also available. It follows from the obvi- 
ous inequality ex(v, C2k) >~ ex(v, { C3, C4 . . . . .  C2k+1 }) and a lower bound for the latter 
established by the authors in [19]: 
2 
ex(v, {C3, C4 . . . . .  C2k+1 }) ---- (2(t '1+ 3k-3+~: ), (1.1) 
where e = 0 if k is odd, and e = 1 if k is even. For k = 5, a better lower bound/2(v 1+ 1/5) 
is achieved, e.g., by a regular generalized hexagon (see Section 3). 
1+¼ It is known that ex( v, C2k)=O(v  - ) for k= 2,3, 5 (see [5,9] for k = 2 and [1,16,28] 
/ 
for k = 3, 5). For other values of k the existence of a 2k-cycle-free graph with O(vl+~ - )
edges has not been established. The best results are obtained for k = 2, where the 
asymptotics ex(v, C4) '-~ 1.3.'2 ~ were established in [5,9]. The exact values of ex(v, C4) 
are known for all l~<v~<21, see [7]. They are also known for all v of the form 
I )=q 2 q- q -- 1, where q is either a power of 2 [13] or a prime power exceeding 
13 [14]; indeed, ex(v, C4)= lq(q + 1)2 in these cases. 
In [10] the upper bound 
1 | 1 1 I 
ex(v,{C3, C4 . . . . .  C2k+|})~<(l) +kv +k + 2k(v/2)l -~ 
was established for all integers k>~ 1, and it was conjectured, for all integers k, p>~2, 
that 
1 1 1 
ex(v, {Czar, C2p-1 }) = (½)1+~ vl+~ + o(vl+~ ), (1.2) 
1.  1+7 I I 1 
ex(v, C2k)= ~v ~- + o(v +k). (1.3) 
In our earlier paper [18] these conjectures were disproved for certain values of k, 
but we were unaware of this at the time the paper was written. Conjecture (1.2) was 
disproved for k = 3, 5 and all p >~ 2 via a construction of 2k-cycle-free bipartite graphs 
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of order v containing 
k -~ i ± i _l 
~, ~ +o(v -~)  
kl+/, 
edges. For k -5 ,  the same graphs refuted (1.3), since 4/5 ~' 5 ~0.58> 1./2. Therefore 
the current status of (1.3) is that it is correct for k=2 and false for k = 5. 
In this paper we discuss another method which again allows one to sometimes 
improve numerical constants in lower bounds for ex(c, C2k). Immediate applications 
of this method allow us to construct infinite families of non-bipartite graphs which 
meet the conjectured upper bound (1.3) for k = 3 and 5. For k = 3, the obtained lower 
bound improves the constant in the previously best known lower bound [18] from 
2/343~0.462 to 1/2. To our knowledge, this is best known. As we have already 
mentioned, for k = 5 the constant 1/2 is lower than the one obtained in [18]. Also the 
graphs introduced in this paper are the first examples of non-bipartite graphs which 
refute (1.2) for (k ,p)=(3,2) , (5,2) , (5,3) .  
Our method is motivated by, and is a generalization of, an idea from [5,9] of using 
a polarity of the projective plane PG(2, q) to show that ex(t:,C4): ~;3 2+ o(c3 2). 
Polarities of geometries and their properties are discussed in Section 2. On the other 
hand, finite projective planes are exactly the thick regular generalized triangles (reg- 
ular generalized polygons are discussed in Section 3).Therefore it is natural to in- 
vestigate polarities in other generalized polygons or rank two geometries (defined in 
Section 2) in an attempt o construct graphs which improve best known lower bounds 
for ex(c,C~/,), k~>3. The problem with this approach is that (i) there are very few 
classes of generalized polygons, (ii) not all generalized polygons have 'enough' edges. 
and (iii) not all generalized polygons possess polarities. Nevertheless, in Section 3 wc 
use polarities m certain generalized quadrangles and hexagons to obtain the best known 
constructions mentioned above. 
In Section 4 we describe the graphs CD(mq) from [19] which provide the lower 
bound in (1.1), and we exhibit polarities in such graphs when n is even and q = 2 ~. 
These graphs are of interest because they are obtained from rank two geometries which 
possess polarities but are not generalized polygons. Though the polarities enable us to 
improve the constants in the asymptotic lower bound for ex(v,C_~k) when k :4  and 
k~>7, these improvements are only marginally interesting since (i) better constants arc 
provided by the method of [18], and (ii) it is not known whether these graphs arc 
magnitude xtremal for k = 4 and k ~> 7. 
2. Polarities of geometries 
Let ~ and L/~ be disjoint sets, the elements of which we call points and lines, 
respectively. A subset I C,~ x Lf is called an incidence relation on the pair (.~, f ) ,  
and the triple (,~, S , I )  is called a (rank two) 9eometry. The incidence 9raph F of 
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geometry (~,  ~,1)  is defined to be the bipartite graph with vertex set ~ tO &a and edge 
set {p l lpE~, lE  L~,(p, l)E1 }. 
Let rt : ~ tO LZ --~ ~ tO &o be a bijection for which the following hold: 
(i) ~=~ andLZ~=~,  
(ii) VpE~,VIE&Z, (U,p~)E lce~(p, l )E I ,  
(iii) rt 2 ---- 1. 
We call such z~ a polarity of the geometry (~,L,a, I) .  Note that z~ induces an order 
two automorphism of the incidence graph/"  which interchanges the bipartition sets 
and L,e. We shall use the term 'polarity' and the notation 'n '  for this automorphism as 
well. 
We now define the polarity graph 1 ~ of geometry (~,  £P,I) with respect o polar- 
ity ~t. It is the graph with vertex set V(F ~) = ~ and edge set E(F ~) = {Pl P2 [ pl,  P2 E 
~,P l  ¢P2, (p l ,p~)E I} .  
Finally, we call point p E ~ an absolute point of the polarity ~ provided (p, p~)E l .  
Let N, denote the number of absolute points of n. 
Theorem 1. Let rc be a polarity of the geometry (~,  L~°,I), and let F and F ~ be the 
corresponding incidence and polarity graphs. 
(i) degr,(p) = degr(p) -  1 if p is an absolute point of re, and degr~(p ) --- degr(p )
otherwise. 
(ii) Iv ( r ' ) l  = '-Iv(r)l, [E(r")l = IE(F)[ - N~. 2 
(iii) I f  F ~ contains a (2k + 1)-cycle then F contains a (4k + 2)-cycle. 
(iv) I f  F" contains a 2k-cycle then F contains two vertex disjoint 2k-cycles C 
and C ~ such that C '= C'. Consequently, if F is 2k-cycle-free then so is FL 
(v) The girths of the two graphs are related by g(F~)>...I g(F). 
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) are obvious. For (iii), let Pi,P2 .... ,p2k+l be consecutive 
vertices of a (2k + 1)-cycle in F ~. Then 
P 1, (P2)~, P3, ( p4 )~,..., P2k+ 1, (Pl)~, P2, ( P3 )~ .. . . .  P2k, (P2k+ 1 )~ 
are consecutive vertices of a (4k + 2)-cycle in F. 
For (iv), let Pl, P2 . . . . .  P2k be consecutive vertices of a 2k-cycle in F ~. Then each 
of 
P l, ( P2 ) ' ,  P3, ( P4 )n,-. . ,  Pzk- l, (p2k)~, 
( P l  )~, P2, ( P3 )~, p4,  . . . , ( P2k -  1 )~, P2k 
is a string of consecutive vertices of a 2k-cycle in F. Naming these 2k-cycles C and 
C ~, respectively, it is trivial to see that C and C ~ are vertex disjoint and C ~= C .  
The proof of (v) follows immediately from (iii) and (iv). [] 
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3. Polarities of generalized polygons 
We define a regular generalized m-gon as a rank two geometry (~,Lf ,  I) whose 
incidence graph /" is r-regular of girth 2m and diameter m. (We caution the reader 
that our use of the term 'regular' in this definition differs from its more conventional 
use in the context of generalized polygons.) For r=2 and all m>~3 a generalized 
m-gon always exists: it is the geometry (~, o,qv, I)  where ~ = V(Cm), off ~ = E(C,,, ), and 
I is the usual incidence between vertices and edges of the m-cycle Cm. (Note that 
F = C2m in this case.) 
If r>~3, a generalized m-gon is called thick and its existence is quite rare. In [11] 
Feit and Higman proved that finite thick regular generalized m-gons exist only for 
m = 3,4, and 6. We refer to these as regular generalized triangles, quadrangles and 
hexagons, respectively. 
The notion of generalized polygons was introduced by Tits in [23], and examples of 
them can be constructed via the following scheme. Let G be a group and Pl, P2 be two 
distinct subgroups of G. Let ~= (G :P i) and ~- - (G  :P2) be the sets of left cosets 
of Pi and P2 in G, respectively, and let incidence be described by I = {(~,/3) 1~ E 
2,/~ E £,0, c~ A/5 ~ 0}. For certain choices of G, Pi, P2, the obtained geometry turns out 
to be a regular generalized m-gon. For example, when G ~ A 2 (q), B2 (q), G2 (q), q = p" 
a prime power (the so-called rank two Chevalley groups of normal type [6]), we obtain 
a (q + 1 )-regular generalized m-gon for m = 3, 4, 6, respectively. In all these cases P~ 
and P2 are maximal subgroups of G containing the normalizer B of a fixed Sylow 
p-subgroup of G. (B is called a Borel subgroup of G and the ,O's are called maximal 
parabolics of G.) For these generalized m-gons, [~l = ILPl--- 1 + q + q2 + . . .  + qm ~, 
see [22] for details. 
Clearly B acts on each of ~,£~ of the m-gon (~,LP, I) by left multiplication. It is 
known [6] that the orbits of B on each of these sets have lengths 1, q, q2 .. . . .  qm ~ Let 
~,  and 5% denote the largest orbits of B on ~ and £,a, respectively (so t~,l = ]~;~] 
= qm--J ). Then the geometry (~, ,  Lf,,1,), where 1, denotes the restriction of I to 
~,  x ~, ,  is called the affine subgeometry, or affine part, of (;~, LP, I). The incidence 
graph F, of (~, ,  5a,,I, ) is the subgraph of F induced on the set 2 ,  U f , .  
If the generalized m-gon (~,£~a,1) admits a polarity, then one can be chosen - -  
call it ~z - -  for which 2 ,  U ~,  is setwise stable. Denote by 7t, the restriction of • to 
the subgeometry (~, ,  £~a,,I,). It is well known that for regular generalized triangles 
of type A2(q), a polarity x (so also zr,) exists for every prime power q. For regular 
generalized 4-gons of type B2(q), a polarity exists if and only if q= 22~÷1, and for 
6-gons of type G2(q), a polarity exists if and only if q = 32z÷l (e.g., see [24] or [6]). 
Remark. The existence of these polarities can be explained as follows. Each Coxeter 
diagram of the type A2,B2 and G2 admits an order two symmetry ~b. In the case of 
A2, ~b extends to an involutory outer automorphism qS' of the group A2(q) for all fields 
GF(q),  and q~' induces a well known contragradient automorphism of the Desarguesian 
projective plane. In contrast, the symmetries of B2 and (72 diagrams can be extended to 
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the corresponding group automorphism ~b' only for special values of q. This automor- 
phism ~b' is a so-called diagram automorphism of the group (see [6] for more details). 
Another class of symmetries contains 'field automorphisms of the group', which are 
extentions of elements of Aut(GF(q)) to group automorphisms. There is an involutary 
composition of the diagram and field automorphisms which induces a polarity of the 
geometry. 
The following statement follows immediately from the results of Sections 4 and 5 
of [24]; see also the description of absolute points of ~z, in the affine models at the 
end of this section. 
Proposition 2. Let (#,L#, I )  be a generalized m-gon of type A2(q),B2(22~'-1) or 
G2(32~+1), and let 7r be the polarity of (~,5~,I )  described in the remark. Then 
~z has precisely q[ J J + 1 absolute points, qL ~ J of which lie in ~, .  
Combinations of parts of Theorem 1 and Proposition 2 allow us to determine those 
parameters of graphs F, F ~, F,, and F, ~ which are pertinent to this paper. We collect 
this information below. 
Incidence graph F: 
• 1~'l=1501=qm-1 +. . '+q+l ,  v(r)=2(q m-~ +. . .+q+l ) .  
• F i s  (q+l)-regular, e(F )=(q+l ) (q  m l+. . .+q+l ) .  
( 1 ~m/(m--l)1~m/(m--I ) 
• e~,~j  ~ . 
• 9(F) =- 2m, diam(F) = m. 
Polarity graph F~: 
• v(F~)=-q m- l+.  .+q+l .  
• 2e(F ~) = e(F) - N~(r) = (q + 1)(qm-, + . . .  + q + 1) -- (qL~J + 1 ). 
1 ~m,,'(m-- 1 )• e ~  
• F ~ is (2m-  2)-cycle-free. 
Remark, In the case m = 3 (generalized triangle of type Az(q)), the geometry (~, 5(', 
I) provides a familiar model of the projective plane, wherein P1,P2 and B correspond 
to the stabilizers in G of a point, line and flag, respectively. Moreover, in this case 
graph F ~ is isomorphic to the graph from [5,9]. 
Afline graph F,: 
• I~ , l - - IS ,  I =q  m-l, v(F, )=2q m-1. 
• F, is q-regular, e(F,) = qm. 
• . . . .  , )  
• g(F,)/>2m, diam(E~)>m. 
Remark. It is shown in [4] that for q sufficiently large, diam(F,)= rn + 1. It is also 
shown that for certain small q, g(F, )> 2m and/or diam(F, )=  ~.  
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Polarity graph F~: 
, v(F,~)=q,,, I
i lt 
• 2e(F~ ') = e(F,) - N~(F,) = q . . . .  qL:J. 
• e~ lure(re-  I). 
• F,, '~ is (2m 2)-cycle-free. 
Remark. Concentrating on the asymptotics of e (number of edges) as a function of t, 
(number of vertices), graphs F, ~ do not lead to a better numerical constant han the 
one provided by graphs FC They do however have greater edge density (i.e. greater 
ratio e/( '2 )) than do the latter graphs. This statement is also true if we replace Ef and 
F ~ by F, and F, respectively. 
Below we provide coordinatized models of the affine parts of the generalized tri- 
angles and quadrangles, as well as descriptions of their corresponding polarities. In 
doing this our goal is two-fold. First, such representations are useful in describing the 
associated graphs in a group-free setting, thus allowing alternative methods for estab- 
lishing properties of the graphs. (In some cases these methods eemed preferable to the 
group-theoretic ones.) Second, such representations often point us toward interesting 
generalizations, ee Section 4 for an example of this. The possibility of such coor- 
dinatizations for all geometries of simple groups of Lie type in the case of fields of 
sufficiently large characteristic follows from [26] (see also [27]). The following mod- 
els are merely restrictions of these coordinatizations in the case of the Ax(q),B2(q) 
geometries. These affine models are valid for arbitrary characteristic. (A nice alternate 
coordinatization of classical generalized polygons and their polarities can be found in 
[8,15].) 
Affine model for 9eneralized triangle of O'pe Az(q): It is possible to show that over 
an arbitrary finite field GF(q), the affine part of the generalized triangle is isomorphic 
to the following bipartite graph: 
.~ ,={(a ,b)  a, bCGF(q)}, ~,={[c,d]]c .  dEGF(q)} 
((a,b),[c,d])~l,  tee d -b=ca .  
and the polarity ~z, can be described by 
~, :(a,b)+--+[a,-b]. 
Hence its corresponding absolute points have the form 
(a , - l  a2), ac  GF(q),when q is odd, and 
(O,a), aEGF(q),when q is even. 
In any case, rr, has precisely q absolute points, which yields the parameters of the 
polarity graphs Fg ~ of F, presented earlier in this section. 
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Affine model for generalized quadrangle of type B2(q): It can be shown (using [16] 
for q odd and [21] for q even) that the affine part of the generalized quadrangle is 
isomorphic to the following bipartite graph: 
~. = {(a,b,c) la, b,c E GF(q)}, ~.  = {[d,e,f]ld, e , f  E GF(q)} 
((a,b,c),[d,e,f])EI. ¢:~ e -b=da,  f - c=ea.  
It is known [21] that when q=2 e~+l, the polarity 7z. can be described by 
2 ~ 2~+1 7z. :(a,b,c)~--+[a2~+~,(ab)2" +c ,b ], 
2 ~ 2~+1 re. : [d, e, f ]  ~ (d 2 , f , e + (df)  2~ ). 
In this case one can easily check that its corresponding absolute points have the form 
b 2~+, (a,b, aE~+~+2 ab+ ), a, bEGF(q). 
Thus rr, has precisely q2 absolute points and this yields the parameters of the polarity 
graphs F, ~ of F, presented earlier in this section. 
Remarks. 1. The fact that the graphs described above are isomorphic to the affane 
parts of the generalized triangle and the generalized quadrangle are not essential in 
this paper, which focuses on the extremal properties. What is important is that their 
order, size and girth are the same as in the affine parts of the corresponding generalized 
polygons, and that they possess polarities. All these facts can be easily verified from 
the definitions of the graphs and their polarities in terms of coordinates which were 
presented above. 
2. We present here neither a coordinatized model for the affine part of the generalized 
hexagon of type G2(q), nor a description of the corresponding polarity when q = 32~+1 . 
The main reason is that the numerical constant achieved by the associated polarity 
graphs, though an improvement over what is obtained from the incidence graphs, is 
not best known. As mentioned in the Introduction, the best known constant 4/56/5 is 
achieved as the result of a different technique of the authors, see [18]. We only remark 
once more that such a polarity exists when q = 3 a~+l and that q3 of its q3 q_ 1 absolute 
points lie in its affine subgeometry. 
4. Polarities of graphs CD(n, q) 
We begin by considering the graph D(n,q) introduced in [17]. Let q be any prime 
power, and let ~ and ~ be two copies of the countably infinite dimensional vector 
space V over GF(q). As usual, elements of ~ will be called points and those of .LP 
lines. In order to distinguish points from lines we introduce the use of parentheses and 
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brackets: If v E V, then (v) E ~ and [v] ELf. We adopt the notation for coordinates of 
points and lines used in [17]: 
I 
(P) ---- (Pl, pll ,  P12, P21, P22, P22, p23, P32 . . . . .  pii, Pii, Pi.i+l, pi+l,i . . . .  ) ,  
[I] [11,111,112, ' ., = /21,/22,/22,/23,/32, • - lii, l~i, li, i+l, li+l.i,...]. 
We define incidence I C ~ × ~ as follows: ((p), [ / ] )c  I if and only if the following 
relations on their coordinates hold: 
Iii - p l l  = l lp l ,  112 - -  P12  = l l l p l ,  121 - -  P21  = l l p l l ,  
__  I 
lii -- Pii = ll P i - l , i ,  l;i Pii = li, i - I  P l ,  /i,i+l - -  Pi,  i+l = l i iPl, 
li+l,i -- pi+l,i -~ iI P;i" 
(The last four relations are defined for i~>2.) 
Now for every integer n ~>2 we obtain a geometry (~,, £Pn,I,) as follows: ~n and ~n 
are obtained from ~ and L~ a, respectively, by projecting each vector onto its n initial 
coordinates. Incidence In is then defined by imposing the first n -  I incidence relations 
and ignoring all others. For fixed q, the incidence graph corresponding to (~n, 5°,,,I,,) 
is denoted by D(n ,q) .  It is trivial to show that D(n, q)  is a q-regular bipartite graph 
on 2q n vertices. 
Graphs D(n ,q)  were initially conceived in an attempt o generalize to graphs of 
larger girth the affine parts of generalized triangles and quadrangles. Thus, for q an 
arbitrary prime power, graph D(2, q) is the incidence graph of the affine part of the 
generalized triangle of type A2(q), and D(3, q) is the incidence graph of the affine part 
of the generalized quadrangle of type B2(q). Indeed we have used these graphs as our 
coordinatized models of the previous section. 
Even with relatively simple models of graphs, identifying and describing polarities 
can be quite an arduous task. (Graph D(3,22~+1 ) from Section 3 provides an excellent 
example of this.) We present here a very natural and easily described polarity of graph 
D(n,  q)  which exists whenever n is even and q = 2 ~, 7 >~ 1. We define it by 
( P)" = [p l, p l l, p21, p l2, P22, p22, p32, p23 . . . . .  P;i, Pii, Pi+ 1, i, Pi. i+1 . . . .  ] ,  
[l]~r ----- (/1,111,121,112,112,122,132,/23 . . . . .  l;i, lii, li+ l,i, li.i+l,. . .). 
In [19] it is proved that graphs D(n ,q)  are disconnected for n>~6, and a complete 
description of the connected components i given in [20]. We remark here only that 
while, for fixed n and q, all components of D(n,  q)  are isomorphic, not every component 
is stable under 7r when :r in fact exists (n even, q = 2~). There is, however, always one 
re-stable component, namely the one which contains the zero point (0 )= (0,0,0 .... ). 
We denote it by CD(n,q). 
It is easy to see that there are precisely qn/2 absolute points associated to 7r and 
these take the form 
(O ,a ,b ,b ,c ,c ,d ,d  . . . .  ). 
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Thus for n even and q = 2 ~, graphs CD(n, q), and their polarity graphs CD(n, q)~, have 
the respective parameters: 
v(CD(n,q))<,2q s, e (CD(n ,q) )=q ~+L, 9(CD(n,q))>~n+4, 
v(CD(n,q)~)=q, e(CD(n,q)~)=qS+f _ q,,/2, 
l 1 
where s = n - ,~"+2/4 J + 1. Graphs CD(n ,q )  therefore satisfy e>~(~)l+~vl+~, • , while their 
1 
polarity graphs are (n + 2)-cycle-free and satisfy e ~> ~v ~, 
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